On-line transaction processing (OLTP) applications require efficient distributed transaction execution. When a transaction accesses multiple records in remote machines, network performance is a crucial factor affecting transaction latency and throughput. Due to its high bandwidth and very low latency, RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) has achieved much higher performance for distributed transactions than traditional TCP-based systems. RDMA provides primitives for both two-sided and one-sided communication. Although recent works have intensively studied the benefits of RDMA in distributed transaction systems, they either focus on primitive-level comparisons of two communication models (one-sided vs. two-sided) or only study one concurrency control protocol. A comprehensive understanding of the implication of RDMA for various concurrency control protocols is an open problem.
INTRODUCTION
On-line transaction processing (OLTP) has ubiquitous applications in important domains, including banking, stock marketing, e-commerce, etc. As the exponential growth of This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/. For any use beyond those covered by this license, obtain permission by emailing info@vldb.org. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to the VLDB Endowment. Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment, Vol. 12, No. xxx ISSN 2150-8097. DOI: https://doi.org/10.14778/xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx data volume, single-server Database Management Systems (DBMS) are experiencing extreme difficulties in handling a large number of queries from clients due to limited system resources. Partitioning data sets across distributed machines is necessary and becoming increasingly important. However, partitioning data such that all queries access only one partition is challenging [10, 24] . Therefore, transaction executions inevitably access a set of networked machines.
Distributed transactions should guarantee (1) atomicity: either all or none of the machines agree to apply the updates, and (2) serializability: all transactions must commit in some serializable order. To ensure these properties, researchers have investigated distributed transactions for decades. Prior works have proposed many distributed concurrency control protocols such as two-phase Locking (2PL) [3] , timestampbased [3] , multi-versioned [4] , optimistic protocols (OCC)- [20] , etc.
The well-known challenge of multi-partition serializable concurrency control protocols is the significant performance penalties [26] [28] . When a transaction accesses multiple records over the network, any other transactions it conflicts with have to be serialized [2] . Therefore, a high-speed network plays a crucial role in a distributed DBMS system.
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a new technology that enables the network interface card (NIC) to access the memory of a remote server in a distributed cluster. Due to its high bandwidth and very low latency, RDMA has been actively used in distributed transaction systems [32, 18, 5, 12] and has enhanced the performance by orders of magnitude compared to traditional systems using TCP/IP. RDMA network supports both TCP-like two-sided communication using primitives SEND/RECV, and one-sided communication using primitives READ/WRITE/ATOMIC, which are capable of accessing remote memory while bypassing traditional network stack, the kernel, and even remote CPUs. There have already been exhaustive studies investigating the pros and cons of using each primitive to understand their performance implications. Recently, several works compared two-sided primitives versus one-sided ones [16, 11, 12, 31, 29] at primitive-level using micro-benchmarks.
Unfortunately, primitive-level comparisons do not directly transfer to insights of building high-performance transaction processing systems. How to effectively leverage the two types of primitives is still a difficult consideration. Two takeaways from recent work RTX [31] are: (1) the best performance of a specific concurrency control protocol (i.e., OCC) cannot be simply achieved by solely using one-sided or two-sided communication; and (2) different communication primitives are suitable for different protocol stages. These conclusions suggest that achieving the best performance of a concurrency control protocol using RDMA technology is far from trivial and demands a systematic investigation.
Recent works such as [18, 11, 31] all focus on the design and optimization of OCC using RDMA. However, with a great number of other well-known and vital concurrency control protocols [23, 22, 25, 13, 9] , the best implementation practices using RDMA and its implication on different protocols are still unknown. Specifically, we ask several key open questions: (1) For each protocol, how to leverage RDMA to construct an efficient implementation? (2) For each protocol, between two-sided and one-sided communication, which choice can achieve better performance? (3) In the context of RDMA, how can we perform apple-to-apple comparison among the performance and characteristics of different protocols? (4) For different protocols, what are the implications of RDMA network performance? Are the implications similar or largely different? What is the relative performance of different protocols with RDMA compared to TCP [14] ? This list of questions continues. Unfortunately, current research on RDMA-enabled distributed transaction systems is insufficient to answer these critical questions.
In this paper, we take the first step to provide definitive answers to the above questions. We build RCC, the first unified and comprehensive RDMA-enabled distributed transaction processing framework supporting six concurrency control protocols, including NOWAIT [3] , WAITDIE [3] , OCC [20] , MVCC [4] , SUNDIAL [35] , and CALVIN [28] . Based on RCC, we conduct the first and most comprehensive (to the best of our knowledge) comparison among different representative distributed concurrency control protocols in the context of RDMA. The wide range of protocols supported in RCC includes: (1) classical protocols that have been used in production DBMS for decades such as 2PL (NOWAIT and WAITDIE);
(2) OCC, which has attracted most recent research interests;
(3) MVCC and SUNDIAL, which use timestamp to allow more concurrency; and (4) CALVIN, a recently proposed protocol to ensure deterministic transaction execution. We believe that the diverse set of protocols can well represent recent research trends and industry practices of concurrency control algorithms. It is imperative to understand the potential and implication of RDMA technology in this context.
In RCC, we provide two implementations for each protocol: using two-sided RDMA-enabled Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and one-sided communication primitives. We intensively optimize the performance without bias using known techniques such as co-routines [18] , outstanding requests [31] and doorbell batching [17] . We evaluate all protocols in RCC on two clusters with different RDMA network capabilities. One is equipped with ConnectX-4 EDR 100Gb/s InfiniBand (EDR) and the other with ConnectX-3 Pro FDR 56Gb/s In-finiBand (FDR). We use them due to the huge difference in supporting RDMA one-sided operations: the latency of a single one-sided operation using FDR InfiniBand can be 5x more than that of using the EDR InfiniBand. We evaluate RCC on three OLTP workloads: SmallBank [27] , TPC-C [8] , and YCSB [6] .
Compared to RTX [31] , which only studied OCC, RCC covers significantly more representative protocols, providing the opportunity to perform a much more comprehensive study and revealing more insights. Compared to Deneva [14] which is the latest in-memory distributed database evalua-tion framework also including six (slightly different) concurrency control protocols, RCC implements each protocol using RDMA communication primitives instead of TCP/IP, providing more guidelines and insights for building RDMAfriendly transaction systems.
BACKGROUND

RDMA and Its Primitives
RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) is a network technology featuring high bandwidth and low latency data transfer with low CPU overhead. It is widely considered suitable for large data centers. RDMA operations, a.k.a, verbs, can be classified into two types: (1) two-sided operations including RDMA SEND/RECV; and (2) one-sided operations including RDMA READ/WRITE/ATOMIC. The latter provides the unique capability to directly access the memory of remote machines without involving remote CPUs. This feature makes one-sided operations suitable for distributed applications with high CPU utilization. Although having similar semantics with TCP's send/receive over bound sockets, RDMA two-sided operations bypass the traditional network stack and the OS kernel, making the performance of RPC implementation over RDMA much higher than that over TCP/IP. Queue pairs (QPs) must be set up for RDMA communication. A QP consists of a send queue and a receive queue. When a sender posts a one-sided RDMA request to the send queue, the local QP will transfer data to some remote QP, and the sender can poll for completion information from the completion queue associated with the QP. The receiver's CPU is not aware of the one-sided operations performed by the receiver's RNIC without checking the changes in memory. For a sender to post a two-sided operation, the receiver QP has to post RDMA RECV for the corresponding RDMA SEND in advance. It polls the receive queue to obtain the data.
QP has three different transport modes: Reliable Connection (RC), Unreliable Connection (UC), and Unreliable Datagram (UD). One RC QP can send messages reliably to exactly one another connected RC QP; a UD QP can either unicast to one or multicast to many UD QPs without delivery guarantees. One-sided operations are only fully supported between two RC QPs, while two-sided operations must be used for UD QPs. To set up a reliable connection, a node has to maintain at least a cluster-size number of QPs in its RDMA-enabled NIC (RNIC), each connected with one remote node. On the contrary, a node needs to maintain only one UD QP to send/receive data across the cluster, thus saving system resources.
RDMA-enabled Distributed Transactions
Distributed transaction systems are popular applications with demanding network operations. Intensive research has been conducted on employing RDMA for distributed transactions. [5] uses pure one-sided operations to transfer and update records. [18] uses UD to implement RPC in its transaction framework. [31] brings up a hybrid of one-sided and two-sided operations for different stages of transactions. All these frameworks focus on some variant of OCC [20] . Figure 1 shows the overview of RCC, which runs on multiple symmetric distributed nodes, each containing a configurable number of server threads to process transactions. A client thread continuously sends transaction requests to a random transaction processing thread in the cluster. The stats thread is used to collect the statistics (e.g., the number of committed transactions) generated by each processing thread. The QP thread is used to bootstrap RDMA connections by establishing the pairing of RDMA QPs using TCP connections.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Principles and Architecture
RCC uses co-routines as an essential optimization technique [18] for hiding network latency. To this end, each thread starts an event handling co-routine and some transaction coordination co-routines. An event handling co-routine continuously checks and handles network-triggered events such as polled completions or memory-triggered events such as the releasing of a contending lock. A transaction coordination co-routine is where a transaction logically executes.
In RCC, the distributed in-memory database is implemented as a distributed key-value store that can be accessed either locally or remotely via a key and table ID. In addition to the in-memory database, each protocol has its protocolspecific metadata to serialize transaction execution. For some protocols like CALVIN, protocol-specific RDMA buffers are required for collecting transaction inputs and forwarding local reads.
Transaction and Execution Model
RCC employs the symmetric model to execute transactions: each node serves as both a client and a transaction processing server. As shown in Figure 1 , each transaction coordination co-routine is responsible for executing a transaction at any time. We use coordinator to refer to the coroutine that receives transaction requests from some local or remote client thread and orchestrates transactional activities in the cluster. We use participant to refer to a machine where there is a record to be accessed by some transaction. When a participant receives an RPC request, its event handling co-routine will be invoked to process the request locally. When a participant receives an RDMA one-sided operation, its RNIC is responsible for accessing the memory without interrupting the CPU.
In RCC, the in-memory database keeps all records. Since one-sided operations can only access remote memory by leveraging the pre-computed remote offsets, to reduce the number of one-sided operations involved in retrieving metadata, the metadata are placed physically together with the record as shown in Figure 3 . A record refers to the actual data; a tuple refers to a record associated with the relevant metadata.
A transaction contains reads and writes of records that are performed atomically. The execution of a transaction contains three stages: 1) fetching, where a read/write operation fetches the record and/or metadata if needed; 2) execution, where a transaction performs the actual computation locally using the record just fetched; and 3) commit, where a transaction checks the metadata to find out if the transaction execution is serializable and updates remote records. Our implementations can be applied to transactions with one or more fetching and execution stages.
RDMA Primitives and Optimizations
We use two-sided RDMA primitives over UD QP to implement RPC. From [18] , two-sided primitives over UD QPs have better performance for symmetric transaction systems than one-sided primitives, and UD mode is much more reliable than expected with RDMA network's lossless link layer. [31] further confirms the unsuitability of one-sided primitives to implement fast RPC compared to two-sided ones. Figure 2 illustrates the two types of communications in RCC employed by each concurrency control protocol. In two-sided RPC, a coordinator first sends a memory-mapped IO (MMIO) to the RNIC, which in turn SENDs an RPC request to the receiver's RNIC. After the corresponding participant RECVs the request, its CPU polls a completion event, which later triggers a pre-registered handler function to process the request and send back a reply using similar verbs. In one-sided communication, after the participant receives a one-sided op request (i.e., READ, WRITE, ATOMIC), its RNIC will access local memory using a Direct Memory Access (DMA). The completion is signaled when the coordinator polls if it is interested in the completion event. 
RPC
MMIO
Poll Completion DMA Figure 2 : Two-sided RPC versus one-sided MMIO is an expensive operation to notify RNIC of a request fetching event. Therefore using one MMIO for a batch of RDMA requests can effectively save PCIe bandwidth and improve the performance of transaction systems [31] . Meanwhile, having multiple outstanding requests on the fly can help save the waiting time of request completion, thus reducing the latency of remote transactions [31] . Besides coroutines, RCC uses similar techniques as important optimizations.
CONCURRENCY CONTROL
In RCC, we implement six concurrency control protocols with RDMA-enabled two-sided and one-sided communication primitives. The implementations of these protocols involve a variety of techniques. Among these protocols, NOWAIT [3] and WAITDIE [3] are two examples of 2-phase locking (2PL) [3] concurrency control algorithms. They differ in conflict resolution -how conflicts are handled to ensure serialization. Compared to 2PL, Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC) [20] reads records speculatively without locking and validates data upon transaction commits -the only time to use locks. MVCC [4] optimizes the performance of read-heavy transactions by allowing the read of stale records instead of aborting. SUNDIAL [35] leverages dynamically changing logical leases to determine the transaction commit orders to reduce aborts. CALVIN [28] introduces determinism to sequence transaction inputs and schedule transactions in a deterministic fashion. While the protocols themselves are known before, the new contribution of RCC is to rethink their implementations in the context of RDMA. For each protocol, we implement two versions: 1) RPC version, which mostly uses remote function call enabled by RDMA's two-sided communication primitives (i.e., SEND/RECV); and 2) one-sided version, which mainly uses RDMA's unique one-sided communication primitives (i.e., WRITE/READ/ATOMIC). Each version does not solely use one type of RDMA primitives -we choose the proper primitives to implement certain operations when the alternative is overwhelmingly worse.
Design Principle
The trade-off between two-sided and one-sided RDMA primitives is well-known. In the RPC version, operations are sent to and executed on the remote machine. The advantage is that the whole operation can be done with one function call, thus saving communication. But the local machine needs to wait for the remote execution, which is typically done by a co-routine after the remote CPU is interrupted. In contrast, one-sided primitives bypass remote CPU and usually achieve better performance for applications with higher CPU usage. However, the local machine may launch more network requests and needs to maintain metadata for remote offsets. Also, one-sided atomic operation tends to be costly. Based on these trade-offs, we consider several common operations used in concurrency control protocols.
Locking. All six protocols need locking. The implementation choice depends on the system load of remote machines executing co-routines. If the remote machine has longer coroutine execution time, the remote lock handler in the RPC version will wait longer, and one-sided implementation is better. We observe this behavior in YCSB in which the coroutine execution time can be configured in the benchmark. For TPC-C and SmallBank, RPC implementation is better since the co-routine execution time is short.
Validation. This operation is needed in OCC, MVCC, and SUNDIAL. RPC version requires only one network operation for validation. But similar to locking, the best choice also depends on the co-routine execution time in remote machines.
Commit. All protocols require it. Except for CALVIN, which only commits locally, one-sided implementation is bet-ter since the operation typically needs to write updated data in a remote machine. Moreover, the overhead of accessing metadata can be avoided by caching them in advance.
Next, we describe the step-by-step implementations of five concurrency control protocols except for OCC, which is implemented based on RTX [31] . Figure 4 shows the legend used throughout this section. We try our best to give detailed descriptions so that the paper can also serve as a reference for others to implement the protocols in RDMA.
No prior work has shown the comprehensive designs, and we will also open-source our framework if the paper is accepted. Figure 5 : NOWAIT Implementations NOWAIT [3] is a basic concurrency control algorithm based on 2PL that prevents deadlocks. A transaction in NOWAIT tries to lock all the records accessed; if it fails to lock a record that is already locked by another transaction, the former transaction aborts immediately. Figure 5 shows our RPC and one-sided implementations of NOWAIT.
RPC
RPC In the data fetch stage, the locking of read/write records is done by sending RPC locking request to the corresponding participant (step a1). An RPC handler is called to lock the record using local CAS (step a2). If the CAS fails, a failure message is sent back, and the coordinator will release all read and write locks by posting RPC release requests before aborting the transaction (step a3). Otherwise, the participant's handler has already found and locked the record locally, and it then returns a success message together with the actual record as an RPC reply (step a2). Upon all records are collected, the transaction runs locally at the coordinator side. At the commit stage, a write-back request with the updated record is sent back to each participant (step a4), where an RPC handler performs write-back of the record and releases the lock (step a5).
One-sided In data fetch stage, RDMA atomic operations are issued by the coordinator to lock remote records (step b1). The transaction aborts if the RDMA CAS fails (step b2). In the same step b1, the coordinator issues an RDMA READ immediately after the RDMA CAS using the offset of remote record to load the record since the record cannot be changed if the lock succeeds. In case of a failed locking attempt, the returned record is simply ignored. The read offsets are collected and cached by the coordinator before transaction execution starts and thus do not incur much overhead. At the commit stage, two RDMA WRITEs are posted to update and unlock the record (step b3). Only the second RDMA write is signaled to avoid sending multiple MMIOs and wasting PCIe bandwidth. Such a doorbell batching mechanism, which is also used in RTX [31] , provides an efficient way to issue multiple outstanding requests from the sender. With this optimization, only one yield is needed after the last request is posted, and we can reduce latency and context switching overhead.
With high contention, lock&read doorbell batching tends to add wasted network traffic. For network-intensive applications with low contention (i.e., SmallBank), the throughput increases by 25.1% while average latency decreases by 22.7% with the above doorbell batching optimization. The lock&read in the data fetch stage and the update&unlock in the commit stage with doorbell batching are used in onesided implementations of five protocols except for CALVIN.
WAITDIE
WAITDIE avoids the drawback of NOWAIT-unnecessarily aborting any transactions accessing conflicting records. Instead, it resolves conflicts with a global consensus priority, i.e., a globally unique timestamp. When starting, each transaction obtains a monotonously increasing timestamp. Unlike NOWAIT, where a transaction only tries to log a single bit (i.e., 1) onto a 64-bit record lock upon locking, a transaction in WAITDIE logs its timestamp instead. Upon detecting a conflict, the transaction compares its own timestamp with the logged timestamp to decide whether an abort is needed. Figure 6 shows the data fetch stage of both RPC and onesided implementations. Other stages are similar to NOWAIT. Figure 6 : WAITDIE: the FETCH stage RPC When an accessed record is locked, the lock request handler decides based on the request's timestamp whether to wait on the record until it is unlocked or send back a failure reply immediately (step a2). The handler cannot busy wait for the lock and block other incoming requests. Instead, the transaction requesting the lock is added to the lock's waiting list and checked in the event loop periodically by the handler thread (step a3). On a lock release, the handler thread removes the transaction from the waiting list and replies to the coordinator with a lock success message and the locked record.
One-sided Similar to NOWAIT, RDMA CAS followed by an RDMA READ are sent by the coordinator to retrieve the remote lock together with its timestamp and record (step b1). Unlike NOWAIT, the timestamp of the current requesting transaction and that of the lock holding transaction are compared to determine whether to abort the transaction or let it wait. With co-routine mechanism, when a transaction decides to wait, it keeps posting RDMA CAS with READ requests and yields after every unsuccessful trial until it succeeds (step b2). The original MVCC requires using a linked list to maintain a set of record versions. The nature of one-sided primitive makes it costly to traverse a remote linked list -in the worst case, the number of one-sided operations for a single remote read is proportional to the number of versions in the list. Thus, our MVCC implementations use a static number of memory slots (i.e., 4) allocated for each record to store the stale versions. A transaction has to abort when it cannot find a suitable version in the slots for its read operation. Thus, the number of slots determines the trade-off between memory/traversal overhead and read abort rate. We use four slots because our experiments show that at most 4.2% of read aborts are due to slot overflow. Shown in Figure 3 , the metadata of MVCC consists of three parts: 1) write lock, which contains the timestamp of the current transaction holding the lock (tts); 2) read timestamp (rts), which is the latest (largest) transaction timestamp that has successfully read the record; and 3) write timestamps (wts), which are the timestamps of transactions that have successfully performed writes on the record.
MVCC
A transaction generates a unique timestamp (tts) by appending a unique transaction identifier (e.g., generated by encoding machine ID and co-routine ID) to the low-order bits of a local clock time [4] . The local clock reduces bandwidth overhead of a global clock but may introduce significant bias. While not affecting correctness, the large gap between wts on different machines may lead to a long waiting time. To mitigate the issue, each machine adjusts its local timer whenever it finds a larger wts or rts in any tuple received. This mechanism limits the gap of local timer between machines and reduces the chance of abort due to the lack of suitable record version and the performance impact of the fixed version slots.
RPC The implementation of write operations is shown in Figure 7 . In (step a1), the coordinator sends an RPC request with its tts to the participant, which handles it locally in step a2 and step a3. The participant will attempt to lock the record using tts (step a2) if: 1) the record is not locked, and 2) the transaction's tts is larger than the tuple's maximum wts and its current rts. Otherwise, write failure information with the updated timestamp is sent back in response, which potentially updates local timer to limit the gap. On receiving the failure message, the coordinator aborts and updates its tts before retry (step a4). If the lock attempt was successful, the above condition 2 is re-checked (step a3), because writes may happen between condition 1 and the successful locking. After the second check is passed, the participant will eventually traverse wts of the record and replying with the latest version of record in step a3 and a success message. After executing the computation based on received data, in step a5, the coordinator sends an RPC request with updated data. Then, the participant writes the data back in step a6 and releases the lock.
The read operation is shown in Figure 8 . The coordinator sends the RPC read request with its tts to the participant (step a1). In step a2, the participant traverses all wts of the requested record and finds the suitable version for the read. Since there is no read lock in MVCC, the participant needs to traverse the wts again after preparing the response data to ensure no writes happened during the reading period. Note that all operations of a2 are performed locally without a high overhead. On receiving the response, the coordinator will abort or continue based on the message.
One-sided The write operation is shown in Figure 7 . In step b1, the coordinator posts an RDMA READ to read the MVCC metadata and the records on the participant. Then, in step b2, the received data are checked locally. A write operation can only succeed if the transaction's tts is larger than the received rts and all wts in the tuple (same as in RPC). If the check fails, the coordinator updates its tts to the largest timestamp and abort. Otherwise, similar to NOWAIT and WAITDIE, the coordinator posts RDMA ATOMIC CAS and RDMA READ to lock the remote record and fetches the metadata and record in b4. If ATOMIC CAS fails, the transaction aborts and updates its tts if the timestamp on the lock is larger. In the commit stage, the coordinator posts two RDMA WRITEs in step b6. The first write updates wts and the record, and the second write releases the lock. Figure 8 shows the read operation. In step b1, an RDMA READ is posted to fetch the metadata and records on the participant. The version check is performed locally in b2. Upon failure, the coordinator aborts and updates the tts in b3. Otherwise, another RDMA READ is posted to read the metadata again in b4, which is re-checked in b5 to ensure no writes after the first read (b1). Although the data will be ready for execution, we still need to update rts on the remote record. In step b7, an RDMA ATOMIC CAS is posted if this transaction has a larger tts than the rts on the tuple.
Compared to RPC, the one-sided version generates many more network operations. A network operation is incurred for each access to the remote data. The use of timestamps in MVCC exaggerates this effect. For write conflicts, with WAITDIE, only one transaction can succeed, and others abort early. For read-write conflict, a transaction in SUNDIAL dynamically changes the lease of the tuples and its transaction timestamp, i.e., tts. Thus, SUN-DIAL can correctly write a record even if another transaction is reading it.
SUNDIAL
RPC Figure 9 shows the write operation. In step a1, a coordinator posts a lock RPC request to the participant, who tries to lock the record using local CAS operation in the handler in step a2. The coordinator aborts if the handler returns failure. Otherwise, the locked record and metadata are replied. Upon receiving the reply, a local update of tts is performed in step a4. Then, the coordinator advances tts to rts + 1. At commit stage, the updated data and the new wts (the final tts) are sent in an RPC request in step a5. In step a6, the data and wts are updated before the handler releases the lock.
The read operation is shown in Figure 10 . First, the coordinator posts a request to fetch the record and metadata (step a1). Then, the handler prepares the requested data and re-checks the wts before sending (step a2). The coordinator then updates tts according to the received wts according to this equation: tts = max(tts, wts). After fetching the data for all reads and writes, if tts is still within the lease of the tuple being read, i.e.,tuple.wts ≤ tts ≤ tuple.rts, the read is valid. Otherwise, in step a4, an RPC request is sent to the participant to renew the lease. The transaction aborts if the renewal fails.
One-sided For write operations, in step b1 in Figure 9 , the coordinator tries to lock the remote tuple and fetch the metadata and the record using the combined RDMA ATOMIC CAS and RDMA READ in step b1. The coordinator also updates the tts using received metadata in step b3. In step b4, after the computation, the coordinator updates and unlocks the remote record using two RDMA WRITE.
For read operations, the first step (step b1 in Figure 10 ) is to read the whole remote tuple directly using an RDMA READ. After fetching the metadata, local operations in step b2 is performed to update tts. Then the coordinator checks all the read operations and determines whether the final tts is within the lease. For a read operation whose lease is not valid (i.e., tts > read.rts), the coordinator posts an RDMA READ to fetch the metadata of the tuple again from the corresponding participant in step b3. If there is an update of rts, an RDMA WRITE is performed. Figure 11 : CALVIN Overview CALVIN [28] allows transactions to execute in a deterministic manner. It was initially designed to reduce transaction aborts due to non-deterministic events such as node failures. By replicating transaction requests across multiple replicas and executing transactions in these replicas in parallel, CALVIN ensures that all replicas maintain a consistent state at any time of transaction execution and thus any replica is capable of serving as an immediate replacement of a failed node.
CALVIN
At a high level, CALVIN includes a sequencing layer and a scheduling layer, both distributed in different partitions. The sequencing layer intercepts and batches a sequence of transaction inputs, and sends them to the scheduling layer at other partitions for every epoch. After collecting transaction inputs from the sequencing layer of all partitions and forming a deterministic order, the scheduling layer orchestrates transaction executions sequentially according to the order. Figure 11 shows a possible configuration of CALVIN in RCC, which contains one replica, two partitions, three threads, and three co-routines. Compared to CALVIN's original architecture in [28] , we made two modifications: 1) To focus on the concurrency control, we assume a reliable cluster and omit replicating transaction inputs across multiple replicas; 2) To allow CALVIN to scale horizontally to multiple co-routines, each co-routine serves as a sequencer (SEQ) and a scheduler (SCHED) of a batch of transactions. After collecting all batches as a scheduler, each co-routine starts fetching, executing, and committing transactions for that epoch. We define the counterpart of a coordinator co-routine as another remote co-routine with the same co-routine ID and thread ID. In CALVIN, two types of inter-partition communications are required: 1) Transaction input broadcasting. Upon batching transaction requests in one epoch, a coordinator broadcasts its batched transaction inputs at the sequencing stage to its counterparts at all partitions at the scheduling stage; and 2) Value forwarding, where a coordinator at the fetching stage forwards its local reads to all counterparts. Figure 14 : CALVIN: Fetch, Execute and Commit RCC CALVIN uses two memory buffers that enable RDMA remote access -CALVIN Request Buffer (CRB) and CALVIN Forward Buffer (CFB). Each CRB is an RDMA-enabled memory region containing one CALVIN Header (CH) and a list of CALVIN Requests (CR). Every co-routine contains as many CRBs (indexed from 0 to partition−1) as the number of partitions to collect transaction requests from all counterparts. It also includes one CFB to be used for receiving forwarded values from counterparts. Each CH has control information for CALVIN's deterministic executor to decide whether the scheduler has collected all transaction inputs in one epoch and whether all transactions in a batch have finished execution and the executor should move on to the next epoch. Figure 12 shows an example buffer organization for each co-routine. Figure 13 shows the procedure of transaction input broadcasting. For RPC, at step a1, a coordinator at partition i first accumulates transaction requests at CRBi, and then broadcasts a batch of transaction requests to other partition nodes using an RPC (step a2). The handler of each receiving node then buffers the batch at CRBi of its own memory (step a3). After receiving each batch from other counterparts, the coordinator then sorts all the received transaction requests based on their timestamps (a4). For one-sided, the local operations (step b1, step b4) are similar. For step b2, a coordinator first posts a one-sided RDMA WRITE to write all local CALVIN requests starting from the offset of CR1 of CRBi. Then it posts the second one-sided RDMA WRITE to update the remote Received Sz field in the corresponding CALVIN header using the offset of CRBi. Note that all offsets are pre-calculated and do not incur an extra runtime penalty. step b3 requires the receiving counterpart to wait until all batches of transactions are collected; it watches the Received Sz field of the CALVIN header and yields until it captures the all-batch-received event. All counterparts of a scheduler may be executing different transactions at the same time, but they execute in a lockstep manner at epoch granularity. Figure 14 shows the execution of one transaction in an epoch. Note that a transaction, although sequenced by only one coordinator, runs at multiple machines after copied to other counterparts in the scheduling stage. Each transaction only requests locks for its local records (step a1 and step b1). Upon failure, the transaction aborts and retries. After successfully locking and reading all local records, a transaction starts forwarding all local records to active counterparts (i.e., counterparts that need the forwarded values) (step a2 and step b2). The CFB is necessary since the forwarded values can not go directly into the actual read/write sets of other counterparts. Without CFB, they would mess up the read/write sets of in-flight transactions in the same epoch in the other counterparts.
For RPC implementation, after receiving forward values of transaction i in the epoch, the handler will buffer the values locally at CF Bi, waiting for the counterpart to pick up the values when needed (step a3). For one-sided implementation, to ensure correctness, two RDMA WRITEs are used, one being writing the actual forwarded value to its offset on the counterpart machine, followed by the other writing the length of the value (step b3). The counterpart consistently checks the length field to see whether the forwarded values needed are already installed and yield otherwise. Both RPC and one-sided implementations share the same commit stage (step a4 and step b4): each coordinator commits their local writes locally without necessarily reaching out to other machines.
EVALUATION
Workloads
We use three popular OLTP benchmarks, SmallBank [27] , YCSB [6] , and TPC-C [8] , to test the performance of protocols using two-sided RPC (denoted as RPC) or one-sided primitives (denoted as onesided). Records are partitioned across nodes. To eliminate the effects of locality, all transactions use network operations to fetch and update the data.
SmallBank [27] is a simple banking application. Each transaction performs simple reads and writes on the account data. SmallBank features a small number of writes and reads in one transaction (< 3) with simple arithmetic operations. This makes SmallBank a network-intensive application.
YCSB [6] (The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark) is designed to evaluate large-scale Internet applications. There is just one table in the database. YCSB parameters such as record size, the number of writes or reads involved in a transaction, the ratio of read/write and the skews are all configurable. In all our experiments, the record length is set to 64 bytes, with 1200000 entries in the table. We used hot area in YCSB, which consists of 1200 entries, i.e., 0.1% of total records, to control contention. The number of entries and the hot area we use is proportional to the number of threads in RCC. There are 10 operations in one transaction, with different read/write ratios.
TPC-C [8] simulates the processing of warehouse orders. In our evaluation, we run the transaction "New-Order", which consists of longer (up to 15) write sets and more complex transaction executions. In this benchmark, TPC-C has higher CPU utilization than SmallBank.
Execution Setup
We test our framework on two clusters. The first is an RDMA-capable cluster with eight nodes, each equipped with two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 processor, 128GB RAM, and one ConnectX-4 EDR 100Gb/s InfiniBand MT27700. The second cluster is an RDMA-capable cluster with 16 nodes. Each node has two 8-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v3 processors, 64GB RAM, and one ConnectX-3 Pro FDR 56Gb/s InfiniBand MT27520. As there is only one RNIC on each node, we only run evaluations on the CPU on the same NUMA node with the RNIC to prevent NUMA from affecting our results. We name the first cluster EDR and the second cluster FDR in our experiments. We evaluate both RPC and onesided implementations of all RCC protocols and focus on three metrics: throughput, latency, and abort rate. To concentrate on comparing communication styles and protocols, we enforce coordinators to self-generate transaction requests. Figure 15 shows the overall results. In overall evaluations of YCSB, we have 20% write, and 80% read and set the computation in the execution phase of YCSB to 5% of the total latency of a transaction to simulate real-world applications. For evaluating throughput and abort rate, on the EDR cluster, we use ten threads on each node and ten co-routines for each thread, each co-routine producing and handling transaction requests independently. For the FDR cluster, we use eight threads due to the limited number of cores in one CPU.
Overall Results
Finding 1: Onesided has an equal or higher throughput than RPC with only two exceptions for MVCC on EDR.
We attribute Finding 1 to the fact that onesided can bypass remote CPUs, thus having a smaller communica- Figure 16 : Network Round Trips onesided MVCC incur 72% more communication round trips while other protocols incur only a range of 6% to 34% more. Therefore RPC is better than onesided for MVCC on SmallBank and TPC-C. As for MVCC on computation-intensive YCSB, onesided still dominates RPC even with 72% more round trips; the advantage of bypassing remote CPUs becomes salient when remote CPUs are kept busy with computations. Finding 2: While onesided is generally better than RP-C on the EDR, onesided OCC is not necessarily the best choice.
Protocols can be compared easily in RCC. For Small-Bank, which is a network-intensive benchmark and of low contention, onesided OCC is the best choice because it has the least number of network operations due to its optimistic assumption. For YCSB, which has more computation in the execution stage and more operations within one transaction, onesided MVCC is the best. Moreover, it resolves many read-write conflicts by maintaining multiple versions of the records. So it has the lowest abort rate and highest throughput. For TPC-C, onesided SUNDIAL is the best since it has the dynamic read lease and transaction timestamp.
Finding 3: One-sided operations are not beneficial with low bandwidth (56Gb/s FDR). Only two protocols benefit from one-sided primitives under a computation-intensive workload.
On the FDR cluster, for read, write and lock requests, the latency of one-sided operations is 2.3x more than RPC with two-sided operations. The throughput and latency results of SmallBank shows that RPC is much better than onesided when the application is network bounded. YCSB, while having additional computation in the execution stage to increase co-routine execution time and burden remote CPUs, can still take advantage of the feature of onesided to bypass remote CPU and to outperform RPC for some protocols like MVCC and OCC when the application is CPU-bounded. We do all experiments on the EDR cluster for later subsections.
In both clusters, the latency results essentially reflect similar conclusions as we have drawn from throughput results. As we use multiple (i.e., ten) co-routines to improve throughput, the latency of executing one transaction is adversely affected due to context switching. We will investigate the latency breakdown by using just one co-routine later. To understand how co-routines affect the performance, we increase the co-routines from 1 to 17/19 with a step of 2 to test the latency and throughput in both SmallBank and YCSB. Results are reported on the EDR cluster.
Impact of Co-routines
Finding 4: The number of co-routines has a great impact on the throughput and latency of both RPC and onesided protocols while the best number of co-routines vary for different protocol implementations and different workloads. RCC can provide a clear conclusion in making this design decision when building new transaction systems.
As seen in Figure 17 , on one hand, increasing the number of co-routines can help hide the latency of network operations, thus may improve throughput to some point. On the other hand, it will largely increase the latency of each transaction, leading to higher contention. This is because the tuples are locked for a longer time (2PL) or more likely to be interrupted for its longer life span (OCC). These two factors have different effects on SmallBank and YCSB.
As seen in Figure 18 , for SmallBank, the throughput of both RPC and onesided grow with the number of coroutines. As SmallBank is a network-intensive application, co-routines can greatly improve the throughput by overlapping the waiting time of network operations with transaction execution. As SmallBank touches few tuples in one transaction, there are even fewer tuples locked at the same time for NOWAIT and WAITDIE, and the transaction has a shorter life span for OCC. Overall, the overlapping serves as the principal reason why throughput grows as RCC uses an increasing number of co-routines. Onesided OCC has the most rapid growth in throughput because it locks records only at commit time, thus incurring the least conflict as co-routines increase. For onesided MVCC and SUNDIAL, which use more network operations for lower abort rate, the throughput is lower than that of the trivial protocols efficiently implemented in onesided.
For YCSB, which has more operations (i.e., 10) compared to SmallBank, more tuples are locked at the same time. Meanwhile, each transaction takes more time to finish, making records be locked even longer. Under this scenario, using more co-routines may significantly increase contention and adversely affect throughput after a critical point for some protocols, as seen in Figure 17 and Figure 18 . Among RPC implementations of all protocols, for those that can better handle read-write conflicts, i.e., MVCC and SUNDIAL, their throughput can continue growing as the number of co-routines increases. Recall that MVCC keeps old versions for read operations and that SUNDIAL dynamically chooses the transaction timestamp and updates the read lease. But protocols like NOWAIT and WAITDIE, which lock all tuples involved in read and write operations, suffer from longer locked tuples with more co-routines. OCC is designed for the low contention scenario. As we mentioned before, with more computation in the execution stage OCC has higher abort cost. So increasing the number of co-routines exacerbates its performance. CALVIN performance is mainly bounded by the computation, because each coordinator that actively participates in a transaction has to perform the time-consuming execution stage even the transaction was not initiated by its own sequencing stage, leading to lower effective throughput.
Comparing the execution of NOWAIT, WAITDIE and OCC implementations on SmallBank and YCSB, we observe that the optimal co-routine number gets smaller as a transaction touches more records. RCC can draw useful conclusions as such for future RDMA-based transaction system builders when they consider optimizing system throughput.
Impact of Contention Level
To show how well RDMA-based protocols can handle contention, we compare the throughput of six protocols with different contention levels for YCSB. We control the contention levels by varying the possibility of one read or write visiting a small portion of data records, i.e., hot area. The results (on EDR cluster) are shown in Figure 19 .
Finding 5: The throughput of different protocol implementations drop at different rates for RPC and onesided. MVCC always outperforms the state-of-the-art SUNDIAL irrespective of contention levels. Figure 19 : The impact of contention level to throughput for YCSB In both RPC and onesided implementations, the performance of OCC decreases most sharply because of a larger possibility to abort and high abort cost due to its optimistic assumption under a high contention level. The performance of NOWAIT and WAITDIE significantly decrease due to the intensive conflict read and write locks. MVCC and SUNDIAL are less affected when the conflict rate increases; their throughput decrease is slow because they have optimization to avoid read-write conflict. CALVIN is not affected much by different contention levels because a CALVIN transaction only locks local records for a short period without necessarily waiting for remote locks. This behavior of CALVIN is confirmed in [28] .
We also notice that onesided SUNDIAL and MVCC, although featuring good read-write conflict management, are worse than onesided OCC when a transaction has the least conflict rate. That is because these two have more complicated operations to maintain more information to reduce the abort rate, which is more costly because every access to remote data will trigger network operation in their onesided versions.
It is worthwhile to note that MVCC is consistently better than SUNDIAL irrespective of contention levels in both RPC and onesided implementations for YCSB. While we do not expect [35] to compare with all previous concurrency control protocols under all possible workloads, our RCC's results show a strong indication that SUNDIAL is worse than one variant of MVCC implementations when the workload is computation-intensive in the RDMA context. Table 3 shows a reference comparison of our version of SUNDIAL with the [35] . This non-trivial observation would not be possible without our unified RDMA-based concurrency control framework. To study the implication of computation ratio, we add dummy computation in the execution stage of YCSB, ranging from 1 to 256 µs. We carry out experiments on the EDR cluster and show results in Figure 20 .
Impact of Execution Workloads
Finding 6: RPC and onesided share a similar decreasing trend as computation increases at the execution stage; onesided always outperforms RPC for different computation workloads.
In RPC versions, more computation time on the execution stage causes higher latency for an RPC request to get handled, which significantly increases the time that a tuple is locked, leading to a higher abort rate. onesided versions are also adversely affected yet have a relatively slower decreasing trend. Suffering from both high abort cost and long computation time, OCC performs much worse than 2PL protocols. CALVIN's performance is bounded by local computation; thus, there is no difference between its RPC and onesided version.
System Resource Utilization
Finding 7: Onesided implementations are less likely to be bottlenecked by system resources and can reach much higher network utilization than their RPC counterparts.
We measure system resource utilization of both RPC and onesided implementations by two experiments. First, we use two different thread numbers (i.e., five threads and ten threads) of all implementations on the EDR cluster for the YCSB benchmark and show the throughput increase in Table 1. Since our RCC is symmetric: i.e., each co-routine in some thread only communicates with another co-routine at the same thread of another machine. Ideally, doubling thread numbers would also double the throughput if not bottlenecked by system resources and if we did not consider the effect of an increased contention level. In reality, from Table 1 , we can see that onesided implementations are equal or closer to the ideal case, thus having equal or less likelihood of being bottlenecked by system resources as RPC implementations. This behavior is understandable since onesided implementations bypass system calls and kernels, thus avoiding many possibilities of being bottlenecked. Onesided SUNDIAL is the protocol that is closest to linear scalability in RCC. Overall, RCC enables researchers to compare RDMA-based protocols in terms of system utilization. We leave pinpointing the exact system resource bottleneck as an important future work.
Second, to characterize the network utilization of different protocols in both RPC and onesided implementations, we measure their message rates in RCC when executing the YCSB workload on the EDR cluster. Table 2 shows our results. We observe the max message rate in RCC reaches 31.06 Mpps by onesided NOWAIT. Given that the RDMA peak message rate of our EDR cluster is 33 Mpps, onesided NOWAIT has reached 94.1% of the peak. On average onesided implementations send approximately 3x more packages per second than their RPC counterparts, which indicates that onesided protocols all have much higher network utilization.
Stage Latency Breakdown
While we have already done some experiments to compare various aspects of different protocols in RCC. Previous latency results are still not an accurate reflection of the actual bottleneck of each protocol since interleaving transactions among multiple co-routines increases transaction latency nondeterministically. To pinpoint the stage-wise bottleneck of each protocol implementation further, we run all implementations except CALVIN using only one co-routine for SmallBank on 4 nodes of EDR cluster and break down a whole transaction latency into different stages: Read, Lock, Release, Commit. SUNDIAL has an extra lease Renew latency. CALVIN is not included in this experiment because all these stages are local operations for CALVIN. Figure 21 shows the stage-wise latency breakdown. Note that a record is returned together with locking result (as a whole tuple) for RPC NOWAIT and WAITDIE, so their Read latency is combined into the Lock latency. For RPC implementations, as illustrated in Figure 21 , MVCC incurs the largest Read latency due to the participant's traversal of all wts of the requested record. MVCC also incurs the largest Lock latency due to the participant's double-checking of conditions for successful locking. OCC incurs the largest latency at Commit and Release stages and second-largest Read latency compared to other protocols. This is because the OCC implementation of [31] accumulates all RPC read/write messages in one stage into one message before broadcasting it to all participants, which uses higher network bandwidth and incurs larger latency (This latency is not apparent with ten co-routines as in Figure 15 ).
For onesided implementations as illustrated in Figure 21 , Release is not the bottleneck for any protocol. MVCC and SUNDIAL suffer from the top-2 Read latency due to their extra logic for ensuring the validity of record versions or lease upon read operations. MVCC suffers from the largest Lock latency since it needs to retrieve longer tuple upon locking.
By analyzing stage latency results, researchers can make use of RCC to understand better and mitigate the stage-wise bottlenecks of RPC and onesided implementations.
Comparison with the State-of-the-art
As we have stated that RCC is the first unified framework of RDMA-based implementations of representative protocols. There is no apple-to-apple comparison for each protocol. We implemented five TCP-based RPC versions in RCC and compared these TCP protocols in RCC with corresponding TCP-based protocols in [14] and [35] using similar configurations on YCSB. Table 3 shows the results. As we can see, except SUNDIAL, our TCP implementations are comparable or better than corresponding implementations in [14] . The two-sided RDMA versions in RCC perform an order of magnitude better than corresponding TCP versions in RCC or [14] . [14] 48394 308177 waitdie approx. 10000 [14] 51444 336514 occ approx. 40000 [14] 49949 257307 mvcc approx. 20000 [14] 63514 420000 sundial approx. 70000 [35] 38275 383237 To understand how protocols perform with a much larger cluster, we run all protocols against the YCSB benchmark (10% write and 5µs computation time) on several emulated larger EDR clusters, each equipped with enough QPs for 4 * (10x + 9) number of fully connected nodes where x = 0, 1, 2, .., 9. shown in Figure 22 . Note that UD QPs are per-core for two-sided RPC, while RC QPs are per-core and per-connection for one-sided primitives. Each RDMA op uses multiple QPs in a round-robin manner, similar to [31] .
Scalability and implications to architecture design
We can see that on the emulated larger EDR clusters, one-sided implementations maintain their superiority over RPC implementations on large clusters and up to a 396node cluster, yet the advantages are gradually reduced as cluster size increases. MVCC still dominates SUNDIAL by 9% to 12%. Figure 22 envisions a trend for large RDMA systems that an increasing number of QPs needed for larger clusters will cause performance loss due to limited NIC capabilities. As [17] has pointed out that NIC cache miss is an essential factor contributing to the performance loss of large-scale RDMA transaction systems. We attribute the performance degradation of all protocols for one-sided implementations to QP state cache miss in the NIC SRAM. It can also be seen that the initial performance drop from 4 nodes to 36 nodes (i.e., x = 1) is much higher than that of even larger clusters (i.e., x > 1), which implies that NIC QPs are purged into DRAM frequently with 36 nodes or more. Therefore, for large clusters greater than 36 nodes, the architecture of RNIC may need to leverage multi-level caches to reduce the number of QP state cache misses. Meanwhile, we can see that the absolute performance drop for each protocol is roughly the same as the number of nodes in a cluster grows. However, as MVCC performs the best, MVCC is the least sensitive protocol as more QPs are evicted from the NIC cache. The benefit of knowing this information comes in two folds. First, protocol developers can understand which protocol is the most friendly (i.e., Non-susceptible to performance drop due to NIC QP miss) when given an RDMA-capable cluster of a certain scale. Second, architecture designers are better able to identify the bottlenecks revealed by sensitive one-sided protocol implementations.
RELATED WORK
Comparisons among concurrency control protocols [1] uses modeling techniques to reveal the hidden connections between protocols' underlying assumptions as well as their seemingly contradictory performance results. [15] compares three concurrency control protocols in real-time database systems but only restraints to optimistic ones. [33, 34] focuses on the scalability issues and examines seven concurrency control protocols on a main-memory DBMS on top of a simulated 1024-core system. Deneva [14] is the recent work comparing distributed concurrency control protocols in a single unified framework. RCC takes the first step in comparing different protocols under the context of various RDMA primitives.
Comparisons between RDMA primitives [19] compares the use of RDMA WRITE and RDMA READ when constructing a high performance key-value system. [11] finds out that RDMA WRITE's polling significantly outperforms SEND and RECV verbs when constructing the FaRM's communication subsystem. [18] shows that UD-based RPC using SEND and RECV outperforms one-sided primitives. [31] did more primitive-level comparisons with different payload sizes. Compared to them, RCC compares the primitives with a much wider range of concurrency control algorithms on two clusters with different RDMA capabilities.
Distributed transaction systems High performance transaction systems have been investigated intensively [28, 7, 30, 12, 5, 31, 21] . Most of them focus on distributed transaction systems [7, 12, 5, 31] since it is more challenging to implement a high performance transaction system with data partitioned across the nodes. Some works, e.g., [21, 12, 5, 31, 18] , focus only on one protocol (i.e., some variants of OCC). Other works like [32, 35, 28] explore novel techniques like determinism or leasing. However, these works did not explore the opportunity of using RDMA networks.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we build RCC, the first unified RDMAenabled distributed transaction processing framework supporting six concurrency control protocols using either twosided or one-sided primitives. We intensively optimize the performance using techniques such as co-routines, outstanding requests, and doorbell batching. Based on RCC, we conduct the first and most comprehensive (to the best of our knowledge) comparison of different representative distributed concurrency control protocols on two clusters with different RDMA network capabilities.
